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All articles herein, unless otherwise credited, are written by the editor 
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PRESERVATION 
Plans for Portland 

History is alive and well in Portland. 
The International is only weeks away 
and we have some grand plans to 
celebrate the past. 
  

Historians Unite 
First up is our Tuesday Historians’ Rally 
held at the Headquarters Hotel - Hilton 
Portland - Room: Broadway I & II - 1:00pm 
to 1:50 pm. We plan to have special guests 
and a historic Show & Tell. 
 

The Society website advertises this as: Hosted by 
Society Historian, Grady Kerr, this hour-long class 
will feature a panel of Barbershop Society Icons and 

Pioneers you might not get to meet otherwise. A 
Q&A session will be moderated. There will also be a 
Historical "Show & Tell" with some rare items from 

the Society Historical Archives (such as a 1939 
Bartlesville Barflies Gold Medal) All are invited and 

district, chapter "historians" are invited. 
 
So far (at press time) we have a these 
panelists confirmed: 

Jerry Fairchild – 1964 Sidewinders 
Jay Hawkins – 1987 Interstate Rivals 
Burt Huish – 1981 Int’l President 
 

Anniversary Quartets 
Each year we celebrate two gold medal 
quartets on the historic occasion of their 25th 
and 50th year. This year it’s our 1987 
Champs, Interstate Rivals and 1962 
Champs, Gala Lads. 
 
Interestingly, our 25-year champs also 
include a current Senior Quartet Champ 
member (Jay Hawkins) and two current 
quartet champs (Joe Connelly and Kipp 
Buckner). 
 

- continues on page 10 - 
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Our 50th anniversary quartet champions were 
one of the finest in our organization’s history. 
 
The Gala Lads first formed in 1958 in 
Alhambra, California as members of The 
Music Men chapter. The original members 
were Jack Lang (T), Tom Keehan (L), 
Gordon “Gordie” Lees (Br) and Walt 
Larson (Bs). 
 
When they started singing together, they 
quickly discovered a special blend and an 
exciting sound. So did their audiences. This 
wasn’t a total surprise. In the late ‘50s the 
guys were in their prime and on top of their 
game and each member already had many 
years of quartet experience. This experience 
would aid in their quick rise to the top. 
 
In 1959 The Gala Lads qualified for the 
International and placed 11th in Chicago, 
only missing the top 10 by 147 points. They 
went home and continued to perform, work 
and ultimately ... improve. 
 
In September of 1960 there was a change in 
personnel. Joining the foursome were Dave  

Panther on tenor and Bill Cockrell on bass. 
The championship version of the quartet was 
now in place. 

Bill came to the Gala Lads from the 1957 
silver medalists, the West Coasters. Gordie 
and Dave had sung with the Sharpshooters.  
 
D a v e  P a n t h e r 
actually started in a 
high school quartet 
called the Kingsmen 
as well as one quartet 
called the Smog 
Lifters. In fact, the 
Gala Lads were Dave 
Panther's seventh 
quartet. 
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California Quartet Tops in ‘62 

11th place Gala Lads in Chicago 
(Top to bottom) Tom Keehan (L), Walt Larson 

(Bs), Gordon Lees (Br), Jack Lang (T) 

West Coasters The Kings Men 

The Smog Lifters 
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With just a month of rehearsals this new 
combination won the 1960 Far Western 
District quartet championship.  
 
They then set their sights on the 1961 
International. They were all pleasantly 
surprised to place sixth that summer in 
Philadelphia. 

Many top Society coaches and arrangers 
stepped up to help the Gala Lads. The list 
includes Les Woodson, Art Huston, Bob 
Ortel, Mo Rector, Val Hicks, Burt Staffen 
and Dr. Dale Carpenter. Of course none of 
this was done without the enthusiastic 
support of their wives. 
 

By the time the 1962 
Kansas City International 
came around the Gala 
Lads were excited and 
ready - having spent hours 
and hours rehearsing. They 
were very prepared and 
confident. 
 
Everyone expected them 
to get their FIRST medal. What they WERE 
surprised about was that their first medal 
turned out to be GOLD. 
 
They were also the FIRST quartet to win 
without winning a single ROUND. 
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Far Western District Champions 

Champs - Suntones 
Second place - Town & Country Four 

Third place - Nighthawks 
Fourth place - Baytown Four 

Fifth place - Saints 
Sixth place - Gala Lads 
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 Experience paid off. By the time they won 
they could brag of a combined 53 years of 
Society membership and, collectively, having 
been in a total of sixteen quartets. 
 
Their music selection was unique. Many of 
their songs went on to become favorites of 
other top quartets. The Gala Lads also made 
several arrangements very popular among 
Society members. Everyone was singing 
Gala Lads songs. 
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Quarter-Finals – 2:00 Thursday June 21, 1962 
Where the Black Eyed Susans Grow 
My Ideal 
 
Semi Finals – 8pm Friday June 22, 1963 
Mandy Medley 
In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree 
 
Finals – 8pm Saturday June 23, 1962 
I’ll Be Walkin’ with My Honey Down Honeymoon Lane 
Cabin on a Hilltop? 

My Ideal 
Mandy Medley 
May Each Day 

I Love the Ladies 
That German Band 
Cabin on a Hilltop 

California Here I Come 
Hawaiian Wedding Song 
Sail Along Silvery Moon 

When I Leave the World Behind 
Bring Back Those Good Old Days 
In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree 
Where the Black Eyed Susans Grow 
The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise 

Backstage after being presented the trophy by the 
Suntones - Bill Cain poses with the shocked boys 

Accepting the trophies in 1962 
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Today we can still enjoy the Gala Lads sound 
thanks to their outstanding LP distributed by 
CHORD Records in 1963. 

They performed in 31 states, from coast to 
coast and performed in Canada and Mexico. 
They averaged almost 25 chapter shows each 
year including almost EVERY chapter in 
California ... some more than once. This was 
in addition to their average of 50 non-Society 
engagements each year. 

As with all our champion quartets, they went 
on to perform many special shows and 
appeared on national TV and performed 
with, and gained the respect of, many 
celebrities. 

 
They were actively on the show circuit for 
four years. 
 
After semi-retirement they continued to 
perform for many years. They even managed 
to have annual “family” reunions. 
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Art Baker 
Bob Barker 
Jane Powell 
Jane Russell 

Pamela Mason 
Andy Williams 

Sammy Davis Jr. 
Jayne Mansfield 

Jonathan Winters 
Tennessee Ernie Ford 
The Osmond Brothers 

Name Droppers 
Through the years the Gala Lads shared 

the stage with many celebrities. 

Tennessee Ernie Ford had the guys on his 
daytime talk / variety TV show  

“Hello Peapickers”. 

The guys enjoyed appearing with Jane Russell 

Singing on the Westside chapter show 
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1963 Pasadena Show with the Sidewinders, Schmitt Bros and Nighthawks 
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With John Eby substituting on 
lead for Tom Keehan after his 

debilitating motorcycle accident 

Singing Lida Rose with Ruby Rhea  
on Dream of Now 

In the  
1988 50th 
Anniversary 
Parade  
in  
San  
Antonio 

Singing on the steps of the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 1961 
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All this didn’t come without a price – the 
Gala Lads also proudly claim surviving 
many successful surgeries, diabetes, 
Legionnaires Disease, a motorcycle accident 
        and serving as hosts to: 

one pacemaker 
four hip replacements 
and 
six hearing aids. 

Through it all the Gala Lads were good 
buddies. Each was the best friend of the 
other three. They loved to sing, loved to sing 
together and did it very well. 

 
They performed their final 
show together on October 
15th, 2000 during the Far 
W e s t e r n  D i s t r i c t 
convention in Bakersfield, 
California. They were 
honored by the district on 
the 40th anniversary of 
their district championship. 

We lost Tom Keehan in May of 2009. He 
was 82. We lost Bill Cockrell in January of 
2009. He was 91. 
 
Dotty & Dave Panther are retired and live in 
Kingman, Arizona. 
 
Myrna & Gordie Lees are retired and live in 
Santa Maria, California. 
 
Dave, Gordie, members of the Gala Lads 
family and close friends will be with us in 
Portland and help us celebrate their legacy. 
 
Yes, The Gala Lads were one of our great 
quartet champions in song and in spirit. They 
represented us very well on stage and off and 
left us with harmonies we still cherish today. 
 
 

Long Live .... The Gala Lads! 
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Thomas John Keehan (Sr.) 
5/12/1927 - 5/31/2009 

William P. Cockrell 
12/10/1917 - 1/25/2009 

A quartet family “reunion” The wives were always supportive 
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PRESERVATION 
Plans for Portland 

Continued from page 2 
 
Display 
All week we’ll have a massive display in the 
exhibit area (Oregon Convention Center) for 
both quartets with their uniforms and the 
impressive Landino trophy. 
 
Meet and Greet 
On Friday afternoon (2:30-3:30) between the 
Chorus contests we’ll have a Meet and Greet 
of these two groups in the exhibit area 
(Oregon Convention Center). We are thrilled 
to announce that the two surviving members 
of the Gala Lads (Dave Panther and Gordie 
Lees) will be in attendance with family and 
friends. Autographs and photos are 
encouraged. 
 
Video Tribute 
One again with the help of voice-over 
champion, Christopher Baker and expert 
video editor Tim Bird we’ve produced 
another salute to our 50 year quartet 
champion. Much of the script and images 
appear in this issue (why reinvent the wheel 
– I can steal from myself, can’t I?). This 
tribute will “air” Saturday night before the 
quartet finals in Portland. Dave and Gordie 
(and friends) will appear on stage to accept 
the adoration of the crowd. We think you’ll 
enjoy this annual salute. 
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On Friday afternoon, 
July 6 at 2:30p 

(between the two 
chorus contest sessions) we’ll have 
a Meet and Greet of the Interstate 
Rivals in Portland. Come by and 
visit with Kipp, Joe, Paul and 

Jay. Autographs, photos and tag 
singing are encouraged. They 
might even sing one for us. 

The “Bible” for 
early close 

harmony singers 
and barbershop 
pioneers  - This 
book was first 

published in 1925 
by Hall of Fame 
Society member 

Sigmund Spaeth 
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In 1969 the Barbershop Harmony Society’s 
International Convention was held in St. 
Louis, Missouri. It was hosted by members 
from several area chapters and led by co-
chairmen Norman Rathert (1940 
International President), George Strebler 
and Bob Stewart. 
 
Among other things, the planning committee 
discussed several ideas and ways they could 
make “their” convention unique. 
 
Two members of the Daniel Boone Chorus 
(later to be renamed the Ambassadors of 
Harmony), Woody Ashlock and Gordon 
Manion worked together to design and build 
a unique custom shell. 
 
In years past, before the advancement of 
microphones and sound systems, we used a 
backdrop behind the quartets to reflect the 
sound out to the audience. This shell was 
more ornamental than practical as, given the 
size of the nine thousand-seat Keil  

The Biggest  
Gold of All 

Auditorium, the 7500 convention-goers 
were not helped so much by a simple “shell”. 
 
One was made, however. It was constructed 
of plywood and built in sections. To be 
unique it was fashioned into a replica of the 
famous Saint Louis Gateway Arch. The 
original $96-million dollar monument had 
been opened to the public only a few years 
and sat only a mile away. 
 
Woody Ashlock lived in Ballwin and was a 
gifted craftsman and interior architect and 
had his own business called Classic 
Displays. He did signage and built interiors 
for restaurants, bars and hotels (examples: 
Schnuck’s Pharmacies and Dierberg’s 
grocery stores). Some of his most memorable 
interior work was for the Cromalloy Hotel 
building in Clayton, MO. 
 
He also did several other special backdrops 
and painted scrims and sets for their shows 
including a podium with a barber pole and 
light still in the possession of his friend, 
Jerry Coen. 
 
Gordon Manion was an aircraft tool design 
engineer for McDonnell Douglas. He was the 
one who designed the shell. 
 
Hanging from their arch and just above the 
heads of the competing quartets was a huge 
wooden replica of the Society’s quartet gold 
medal. 
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St. Louis 1969 “Medal” Found 
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It was breathtaking and an impressive piece 
of art. It showed the skill of its creators 
Woody and Gordon. 
 
At closer inspection this 50-lb wooden 
medallion measures 54 inches in diameter 
and 1.5 inches deep and is an exact match to 
the medal worn by the champs. It was used 
for the quartet finals. 
 
Fittingly – the winner of the contest were 
going to be wearing one of these medals (a 
bit smaller – but just as impressive). 
 
There was also a replica of the Society logo 
used on stage during the convention but no 
one is sure it was done by Woody (see next 
page). 
 
So, what ever happened to this replica? 
Well, that’s an interesting story. After the 
contest ended and the winning quartet was 
on stage to take the official photos (see the 
cover of the Harmonizer), the crew was 
clearing off the stage and discussing what to 
do with this “prop”. Apparently most 
everyone had gone and the crew decided to 
dispose of it. 
 
The winning quartet got wind of this 
decision and was so surprised that such an 
impressive work of art was about to be 
trashed that they spoke up and volunteered to 
take possession of it. 
 
The winning quartet was the Mark IV 
(Franklin Spears, Allan Koberstein, Dale 
Deiser and Mo Rector). 
 
When they decided to save this huge wooden 
behemoth they didn’t give any thought to the 
trouble it might be to transport as they would 
have to drive it back to Texas the next 
morning. 

So, on Sunday June 29, Dale Deiser rescued 
the medal - strapped it to the roof of his car 
and drove the nine hundred and twenty three 
miles back to San Antonio. It made the trip 
back in one piece, none the worse for wear. It 
remained in Franklin's possession for 
approximately 10 years until he moved into a 
new home. As luck would have it, the Mark 
IV's coach, Mike McCord, was in the 
process of putting together a “Barbershop 
Room” full of memorabilia. The quartet felt 
this was a perfect “home” for their medallion 
to be displayed and appreciated! 
 
As it turns out the Mark IV left town with 
FIVE gold medals and this one is an 
impressive piece of history. 
 
This medal was just recently uncovered. 
Although it’s a bit faded (wouldn’t you be 
after 43 years?) it is still in outstanding 
condition, which is a tribute to its master 
craftsmanship. 
 
Douglas Woodrow Ashlock passed away in 
2005 at the age of 78. Gordon Manion (83) 
is in a nursing home. He is married to Rose 
(Jim Henry’s mother) and they have been 
married 34 years. 
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Mike McCord and Dale Deiser 
proudly show off the “monster” 
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Their friends are surprised to learn the medal 
is still intact. They had no idea what 

happened to it after that contest. The “arch 
shell” was used for chapter shows afterwards 
and given away to another organization years 
later. Its whereabouts are currently unknown. 
 
There was actually a Society Logo 
reproduction about the same size. It was used 
above the chorus shell during the contest. No 
idea what ever happened to that work of art. 
 
Woody’s medal is certainly one of the most 
impressive among the “souvenirs” and 
artifacts from any convention. 

Editor’s Note – My thanks to several veteran barbershoppers 
for the info: Dale Deiser, Mike McCord, Mrs. Rose Manion, 
Jim Henry, Jerry Coen, Gerry Bach, Don Campbell, Norman 
Meier, Bob Cearnal, Doug Ashlock and Bob Sutton – photos 

by Tina Deiser 

 

Society History Books Now 
Online – FREE 

Thanks to Society web wiz Eddie Holt, we 
now have all three books detailing the rich 
history of the Barbershop Harmony Society 
digitized and online. 
 

10th Anniversary 
Keep America Singing 

By Deac (C.T.) Martin 
Released December 1948 

 
25th Anniversary 

Melodies for Millions 
By Will Cook 

Released December 1965 
 

50th Anniversary 
Heritage of Harmony 

Edited by Val Hicks 
Released 1988 

 

All three can be found on the Society’s 
website under the History section  
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Jim Miller directs the Louisville Thoroughbreds to their 1969 
gold with the Society logo replica above the shell 
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The tenor of the Most Happy Fellows has 
died. Bob Hodge was found in bed on 
Friday; he had had a heart attack, while 
asleep, and had not been breathing for so 
long that his brain had been damaged beyond 
repair. He was taken off life support and died 
on May 20 at Bremerton Hospital in 
Washington near his home in Olalla. 
 
Bob Hodge possessed a sweet and lyric 
tenor voice and was one of the most beloved 
champs in the Society. He was well known 
for tender solos on songs like Easy Street, so 
much so, he sang in a top quartet by that 
name. 
 
His singing career began at the age of 1-1/2 
singing at garden parties, and performing at 
the age of 3 at the ice cream parlor. 
 
In addition to wining in 1977 with the Most 
Happy Fellows, he sang with several 
choruses and quartets such as the PLC Choir  

of The West, Seattle Sound, Easy Street, 
Americas Most Wanted, Tacoma 
Totemaires, Sweet Adelines, and Kitsap 
Chordsmen. 
 
He could also claim singing on the 
International contest stage 18 times. 
 
He was also well known as the Tin Man in 
the Most Happy Fellow’s iconic Wizard of 
Oz set. 
 
Baritone Jack Lyon wrote: “Please pray for 
Bob's family and join the HAPs in missing 
our dear friend and that beautiful voice.” 
 
A celebration of life afterglow will be held at 
the Lakewood Elks Saturday June 16, 2012 
at 4:00 pm. Sharing of memories, musical 
and otherwise will commence at 6 pm. 
 
Bob was 75. 
 
He is survived by his wife Cam and children. 
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Robert Lee Hodge 
May 8, 1937 – May 20, 2012 
Tenor - Most Happy Fellows 

1977 International Quartet Champions 

In Memory of 
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As barbershopper Bob Hodges (no relation) 
stated ... “Just like the real Tin Man, his 
heart was there all along.” 
  

Some information here was found in the June 6 Tacoma News Tribune. 
Read more here: http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/tribnet/obituary.aspx?

n=robert-hodge&pid=157949397#storylink=cpy 

Bob Hodge International  
Competition History 
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New Seattle Sound 
(33rd in 1999) 

   

Seattle Sound 
(19th in 1997) 
(12th in 1996) 
(19th in 1995) 
(20 in 1992) 

   

Easy Street  
(40 in 1991) 
26 in 1990 
25 in 1989 
17 in 1988 
47 in 1986 

   

Most Happy Fellows 
1st in 1977 
7th in 1976 
14th in 1975 
21 in 1974 

14th in 1973 
16 in 1972 

36 in 1971 (lead) 
39th in 1970 (lead) 

And here’s a little tribute we set up at the base of 
our spiral “barber pole” staircase of our 

headquarters in Nashville. 

Photo by Bob Davenport 
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Will YOU Be There? 

Suntones Last Show 

It was truly the end of an era. The fabulous 
Suntones are now history. They performed 
their FINAL show on May 19 in Cleveland, 
Tennessee at the Conn Center at Lee 
University. Gene Cokeroft, Bob Franklin, 
Harlan Wilson and Todd Wilson shared the 
stage with two other great champs, Four 
Voices (2002 champs) and Vocal Spectrum 
(2006 champs). 
 
By all reports it was one of the all-time great 
shows. Their farewell “tour” began last 
summer in Kansas City as they celebrated 
the 50th anniversary of their gold medal win. 
 
Predictably the Suntones received multiple 
standing ovations this night. We know each 
member recognized this last show as a  
 

highlight of their long and impressive career. 
(See the August 2011 Issue of PRESERVATION). 
 
Certainly those fortunate enough to witness 
this final performance appreciated the 
historic moment and understood that a 
quartet like the Suntones comes along once 
in a lifetime. 
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Photo by Bruce Cokeroft 

Photo by Matt Bostick 
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Our thanks to 62-year member Clare 
McCreary (age 95) for donating this vintage 
photo of a curtain call of the 956 parade of 
quartets show in St. Petersburg, Florida. In 
addition to those identified are several 
“charm school models” who added eye 
candy to the show and flipped cards to 
announce each act. After some research we 
think these people are (left to right): 
 
Ray Lansberry (show chairman) 
Florida Knights of Tampa (Kit Carson, Keith 
Sperry, Sam Breedon and Wally West)(24th in 50) 
Barber-Q-Four (Homer Milton Maulberger, Jim 
O'Connor, Jim Bond, Bob “Moose” Haeger   
                                 (brother of Buzz) (20th at Int’l) 
Above BBQ4 is and unknown qtet (odd hair) 
Joe Griffith (Ringmasters – tenor and first   
                                 Sunshine District President) 
Bob Wurster (Ringmasters – bass) 
Morrie Phelps (striped coat) St. Petersburg chapter  
                                  president 
Miss Pattie Sue McCarty (Miss Saint Petersburg) 
Glen Boring, chorus director (a dentist) 
Clare McCreary (Ringmasters – lead) 
Dan Manning (Ringmasters - bari) 
The Mid-States Four (Forry Haynes, Art Gracey, 
Marty Mendro, Bob Mack) 
Above MS4 is an unknown comedy quartet  
                                 (white beards) 
Shortcuts – Bill Muhn, Jesse Dean, Charlie 
Johnson, Junior Harry Morton  
                                (5th place Int’l medalist). 
Saint Petersburg Chorus in the back 
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1956 St. Petersburg Show 

On Friday 
afternoon July 

6 at 2:30p 
(between the 

two chorus contest sessions) we’ll 
have a Meet and Greet of the 
Gala Lads. We are thrilled to 

announce that Dave Panther and 
Gordie Lees, the two surviving 
members, will be in attendance 

with family and friends. 
Autographs and photos are 

encouraged. 

Vintage Photo Found 
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It was 43 years ago that the Society suffered 
a tragic loss. Six popular Society members 
died in a plane crash in Colorado on their 
way to a show. 

The passengers included The Hi-Landers 
Quartet – then-current (1968) Central States 
District Quartet Champions - Karl Penner 
(T), Wayne Hood (L), Hugh Hohnstein 
(br), Russ Thompson (Bs). Along for the 
ride were two district officials, Daryl 
Stafford (District Vice President) and 
Lawrence Detwiler (Denver chapter 
president). 
 
The Accident  
It was Saturday, March 22, 1969. Karl 
Penner, a former Air Force pilot and a six-
year veteran pilot for Frontier Airlines, was 
at the controls of a rented twin-engine 
Cessna 310i. They took off around 2pm and 
flew IFR* to Alamosa and to Durango. 
Controllers lost contact about 2:40. 
 
An intensive ground and aerial search began. 
The search included 21 planes including a 
large T-29 from Peterson Field in Colorado 
Springs. The Rocky Mountain Rescue 
Group search teams also included fellow  

Frontier pilots and even some 
barbershoppers. The search was temporarily 
suspended at noon on Sunday due to heavy 
snow and high winds.  
 
The wreckage was finally found a week later, 
Friday March 28th up at the 13,000 foot level 
above the timberline of the southwest side of 
Spanish Peak in southern Colorado around 
Walsenberg. The plane drove straight into a 
mountain just to the south of La Veta pass. It 
was un-survivable. It was determined they 
missed clearing the peak by only 20 feet. 
Weather and visibility were factors. 
 
Karl logged many hours in the air flying to 
several quartet shows each year.  
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Remembering The Hi-Landers 
Plane crash claims six Barbershoppers in 1969 

Lost in the Accident 
Lawrence Detwiler (Denver chapter 

president) age 38 
Fuller Brush Company - Salesman 

 
Hugh Hohnstein (Bari) age 48 
Department of Rehabilitation,  

State of Colorado 
 

R. Wayne Hood (Lead) age 39 
Dow Chemical Co,  

Instrument Repairman 
 

Karl H. Penner (Tenor) age 37 
Frontier Airlines - Pilot 

 
Daryl L. Stafford (District VP) age 50 

Fitzsimons Hospital 
Repair and Maintenance Estimator  

 
Russell E. Thompson (Bass) age 37 

Metropolitan State College 
Building Coordinator 

*IFR = instrument flight rules 
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He had flown this route many times during 
his career. 
 
The official FAA report determined the cause 
was “improper IFR operation” or pilot error. 
However several aviators who studied the 
accident questioned that finding and 
suspected it was actually a faulty instrument. 
Friend and retired Frontier pilot, Ron Gallop 
of Kansas City has been investigating this 

accident and has made a life-long obsession. 
He refuses to believe that it was Karl’s error; 
“He was one of the best instrumental pilots 
I’ve known.”  
  

Karl’s family is also anxious to clear his 
name. Turns out all three of his sons, 
Gordon, Tony and Bruce, became pilots. 
  

The area of the crash is so remote and 
inaccessible, the plane (what little there was 
left) was never recovered. Much of the 
wreckage is still there 43 years later. 

Tributes 
Private family services were held on April 
2nd and a joint memorial service was held 
later that day. It was attended by many 
Central States district barbershoppers 
including International President Bob Gall, 
Executive Director Barrie Best and CSD 
President Merrill Aitchison. 
 
Barbershoppers Al and Shirley Potts were 
very close personal friends of the Hi-
Landers. In fact, Al was to have been 
onboard the flight if Larry had not been able 
to make the trip. 
 
Shirley recalls “Al was one of the men who 
helped in the ground search. He came back 
with pneumonia. That day it felt like we lost 
six close family members.” (Ed - We are sad 
to report that Al Potts passed away April 9th 
at the age of 80). 
 
The quartet was heading for Durango to 
perform for their charter show as 
representatives of the district. The quartet 
was well known for performing for many 
events and gave generously of their time. 
Their repertoire included songs that featured 
individual members and were favorites of 
their fans with signature songs, such as 
Sunrise, Sunset (Russ), Scotch and Soda 
(Wayne) and When Your Old Wedding Ring 
was New (Karl). 
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Ron Gallop with a Cessna 310i the 
same type of plane Karl was flying 

The crash site 20 feet from the summit 
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They were only the second Rocky Mountain 
area quartet to win the Central States District 
contests (The Rocky Mountain District 
wouldn’t be formed for another decade). 
 
It was a major loss for the Society. Such an 
accident hasn’t happened before or since. 

  
 

The memorial 
program stated: 
Remembered for 
their friendship, 
inspiration, and 
dedication to 
Keep America 
Singing. 

I Remember the Hi-Landers 
by Dan Bowser – Merry Mugs / Kansas City 
   

In competitions the Hi-Landers were always 
several steps ahead of my foursome, the 
Merry Mugs, but the closeness of our 
friendship wasn’t affected by the gap in 
contest scores. They were just great guys to 
be around, and they’d do anything to make 
others happy. 
   

Illustration: The Merry Mugs had a date on 
the Cheyenne, WY show. We flew from 
Kansas City to Denver, had a short layover 
there and in walks Karl Penner, but not in 
his Frontier pilot uniform. When queried 
Karl said, “Your flight has been cancelled 
due to weather. I’m here to drive you to 
Cheyenne” which he did, spent the night 
there and made arrangements for us to fly 
home the next day. 
   

When the Hi-Landers became district 
champs and the Mugs came in 2nd, our 
quartet created a “trophy” for them out of 
highly polished copper plumbing, twisted in 
Rube Goldberg fashion complete with 
faucet, and with an appropriate gag name-
plate announcing the Hi-Landers as winners 
of the “Brassy Pipes” award. They loved the 
gag so much they had three duplicates made 
so they’d each have one. 
   

We are so thankful to our Society for the 
creation of friendships that last forever and 
surpass such untimely losses. 
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Matthew Beals is Researching 

NYC Parks Dept. Held 
First Quartet Contests 
 
While we “officially” began April 11, 1938 it 
would be naive for us to think preserving 
close harmony all started with us. Fact is, 
there were several groups nationwide already 
meeting and singing harmony. Most were 
community gatherings and some even 
became early Society chapters. 
 
Even some cities held contests. One of the 
biggest and most successful was organized 
by the New York City Parks Department. The 
competition was massive, backed by 
powerful city leaders and started in 1935. 
 
Brooklyn, New York Barbershopper 
Matthew Beals has been on the hunt for this 
information and is in the middle of some 
extensive research. 
 
I’ve had the pleasure of speaking with Matt 
several times and his excitement for this 
project and discovery is contagious. He is 
fanatically searching through the New York 
Public Library System and their vast 
collection of microfilm, brochures and 
correspondences and finding some very 
compelling info. We look forward to his 
article (or book) and including it here in 
PRESERVATION. 
 
He figures any kids who attended the FIRST 
one would be in their late 80s today. So, if 
ANYONE has any info or artifacts on these 
NYC Parks Contests or even remembers 
these public gatherings first-hand we ask you 
contact Matt ASAP at 
 

bealsonwheels@gmail.com 
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A quartet of New York City Policemen promoting 
the 1940 International convention in association 

with the World’s Fair 
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An Interstate Rivals Photo Album 

Congratulations to Kipp, Joe, Paul and Jay 
on their 25th Anniversary 

An Interstate Rivals Photo Album 
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Rare, historic, high-quality sound movies 
f r o m  t h e  d a w n i n g  o f  m o v i e 
“talkies” (including late Vaudevillian pre-
Barbershop Society quartets) are being 
sought after, discovered, restored and made 
available, under the auspices of a not-for-
profit group called “The Vitaphone Project”. 
  

The first commercially viable movies with 
sound were produced starting in 1925.  “The 
Jazz Singer” (1927, staring Al Jolson) is the 
one that receives most public recognition.   
  

However there were earlier successful (but 
short-lived and long-forgotten) sound movies 
containing short subjects and features 
employing a method of synchronizing high 
quality sound with film referred to as 
“Vitaphones”. 
  

To the potential delight of Barbershop 
history enthusiasts and American musical 
preservationists, lost Vitaphones are now 
(with the help of the Internet – and articles 
like this) being located and lovingly restored.  
So far, at least two rare Barbershop 
Vitaphones are known to exist that contain 
quartets. One, produced in 1927, features a 
quartet of as-yet-unidentified San Francisco 
policemen called only, “The Policeman 
Quartet”.  This is the only one, of the two 
known quartet Vitaphones that has been fully 
restored.  It is set in a police station; the 
quartet charmingly and capably perform in 
full, glorious four-part harmony, “The 
Washington Waddle” and a “Mother Goose 
Medley”. 
  

For about eight years (from 1925 to about  
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Lost Historic Quartets Discovered on  
Early Talking Picture “Vitaphones”   

by Neal Siegal – Glen Grove, NY - Manhattan chapter - NealSiegal@aol.com 

The Barber Shop Chord 
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1930) the Vitaphone method dominated the 
nascent sound-movie industry. During this 
time they documented a vast array of popular 
American musical performances and short 
variety acts found in small town, vernacular 
theaters of the dying days of minstrelsy, 
Vaudeville and the music O.C. Cash 
preserved.  
They also captured the earliest routines and 
music careers of contemporary and 
ascending stars, such as: The Boswell 
Sisters, Bing Crosby & The Rhythm Boys, 
Burns & Allen, Paul Whiteman, Red Nichols, 
The Revelers and Jack Benny. 

DO YOU HAVE A VITAPHONE RECORD 
DISK HIDDEN IN YOUR RECORD 

COLLECTION?  HELP US FIND AND 
RESTORE MORE VITAPHONES 

 
What is a Vitaphone?  Vitaphone uses 35mm 
moving picture film, however, unlike today, 
the sound was mechanically synchronized to 
a large separate shellac disk record that was 
12” to 16” in diameter. 

The sound quality was excellent. They 
played at 33-1/3 R.P.M. and the playback 
needle was placed near the center of the 
record, –where its exact starting point was 
marked. The needle then moved outward as 
it played. Compared to the earliest methods 
of putting sound tracks directly onto film, the 
fidelity of the Vitaphone disk record was far 
superior - and astonished audiences who 
were hardly used to anything but live piano 
music at the first (silent) movies. 
 
The physical demands of this cumbersome 
mechanical system and the fragility of the 
sound disks were, however, their undoing.  
Eventually (by the early 1930s) the quality of 
sound placed directly onto film (which was 
developing alongside of the Vitaphone 
method) improved sufficiently to ultimately 
win the battle of the technologies. 
 
Consequently the Vitaphone system was 
abandoned in the mid 1930s; the films were 
most often destroyed or dissolved for their 
silver content or poorly warehoused.  The 
large record disks (looking and working 
much like regular records) were often 
separated from the films for which they were 
intended, lost, damaged or sold off separately 
to private record collectors. 
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Regarding the other only known Vitaphones 
with quartets (so far), one item is especially 
noteworthy to barbershoppers. Along with 
the 1,000 Vitaphone disk records produced 
between 1926 and 1930, and the 140 (plus 50 
pending) that have been successfully 
reunited with their original films during the 
Vitaphone Project’s 21 years, the 
components of yet another Barbershop 
Vitaphone short (this one from 1930) are in 
the process of being located.  
 
It is called “The Barbershop Chord,” and 
old movie industry ledgers (and the photo 
below) were recently found pointing to its 
existence (Vitaphone #3640).  Through the 
dogged investigative sleuthing of the 
Vitaphone Project’s cofounder, Ron 
Hutchinson and with the cooperation of the 
Library of Congress, a copy of this film has 
been tentatively located and will hopefully 
be pulled out of deep storage.  At the same 
time, a recently identified, independently 
discovered copy of the movie’s sound disk 
has been located. The “reuniting” and 
restoration is tentatively scheduled for 2013 
and will (hopefully) be included in a 
Vitaphone Project / Warner Brothers release 
next year of 50 newly restored, “lost” films. 
(See illustration: “The Barber Shop Chord). 
 
The Vitaphone Project’s charter is to uncover 
and restore these priceless (and 
extraordinarily amusing) historic gems of  

early 20th century popular American music 
and entertainment. The current cost to fully 
restore a Vitaphone sound-on-disc one reel 
(approx. 10 minute) short is $4,500. In 
excess of $500,000 so far has gone to the 
current stock of restorations. This is the fully 
tax-deductible cost which is paid directly to 
the UCLA Film & Television Archive or the 
Library of Congress. The Project’s role is to 
locate elements, suggest titles to donors, and 
serve as a go-between for lenders of 
elements (usually the soundtrack discs) and 
UCLA.  
 
ANY INFORMATION OR MATERIALS 

YOU HAVE THAT MIGHT BE OF 
INTEREST ARE WELCOME.   

 
Visit: www.vitaphoneproject.com 
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RIP Merritt Auman 
Past International President Merritt Auman 
of Reading, Pennsylvania on the morning of 
May 16, 2012 with his family at his bedside.  
 
He was our International President in 1982. 
 
Merritt was a real estate broker and long-
range planner. He was an expert in both 
financial and physical planning. He joined 
the Society in 1956 and served in every post 
the Mid-Atlantic District had. He joined the 
International Board in 1977, making major 
contributions in the fields of financial 
planning and supervision. He also worked 
for Harmony Foundation as secretary-
treasurer. His slogan was appropriately; 
Planning Encourages Progress. 
 
Merritt was a member of the Lancaster, PA, 
Red Rose Chorus, a champion for 
quartetting, a contest judging Secretary and 
Mid-Atlantic District President from 1974 to  

1975. His list of affiliations, endeavors, and 
accomplishments is extensive. For his 
lifetime of contributions and service to 
barbershopping he was voted a member of 
DELASUSQUEHUDMAC in 1971 and 
inducted into the Mid-Atlantic District Hall 
of Honor in 1987. 
 
He was a longtime friend to countless of 
barbershoppers for many decades. 
 

We Get 
Mail 

 
 
 
 
Kenny Ray Hatton 
1978 Bluegrass Student Union - lead 
“Preservation” has quickly become the most 
interesting barbershop publication in our 
Society's history. Every article is factual, 
informative, thorough and entertaining. Your 
love for barbershoppers, including those who 
are no longer with us, shows with every 
stroke of your keyboard. 
 
I loved reading Bob Sutton’s piece about the 
life of Jim Gentil, one of the greatest guys 
anyone could ever meet in a dressing room. 
The photos of the Roaring 20s with Jim, that 
included images of the late Ron Riegler, 
brought tears to my eyes. 
 
And I especially enjoyed reminiscing about 
Burt Mustin, who I first observed as a 
Barberteen at several conventions beginning 
in 1968, when Burt was in his late 80s. He 
would always be seated near the registration 
area, where he was either having a nap or 
woodshedding with passers-by. Some of us  
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kids interrupted him once to get his 
autograph, and Burt was most gracious. 
 
Thanks, Grady, for doing what you do, and 
for doing it so very well. You are certainly an 
International Champion Historian, and we 
are proud of you. 
  

Robb Ollett - Petaluma, CA 
Another terrific job Grady - Since I was 
Chairman of the Society's 50th anniversary, I 
can't wait to see what's doin' for the 75th!! 
  

Carl Wright – baritone of the Lads of 
Enchantment (1957 champs) 
Another  GREAT publ ica t ion of 
PRESERVATION! Your publication is very 
interesting for we old SPEB guys. 
  

I found your piece on THE ORPHANS most 
interesting since they played a large part in 
the success of my quartet. They encouraged 
us to enter the competition arena and gave us 
vocal exercises for vowel matching which 
we used throughout our quartet career. 
  

THE ORPHANS were one of the most 
musically precise quartets I have ever heard. 
Each quartet member became an expert in 
one of the contest judging categories. Each 
could easily have been certified as a contest 
judge. 
  

I only wish that recording techniques of 
today were available then so that we could 
have preserved the sound of this great 
quartet. Anyone who was present at the 
convention when THE ORPHANS sang their 
“Farewell Song”, arranged for them by 
S.K.Grundy, will certainly never forget it. 
There wasn’t a dry eye in the house when 
tenor Bud Bigham broke down on the final 
chord. 
  

Charles Harris (one of the A,B,C Triplets) 
Thank you for this issue of 
PRESERVATION. You all do a lot of work, 
thank you. 

Overmier - Bataan Death March Defender 
Barbershopper Featured on  

PBS Special 

Bill Overmier, of Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, was prominently featured in a PBS 
special, Bataan: 70th Anniversary - 
Honoring Veterans of WWII's Battle of 
Bataan. 
 
When New Mexico PBS learned that Senator 
Tom Udall was co-sponsoring a bill to honor 
these heroes with a Congressional Gold 
Medal, they decided it was time to produce 
the program. 
 
The tribute commemorates the 70th 
anniversary of the fall of the Philippines 
during World War II and includes the 
documentary The Tragedy of Bataan, a 
chronicle of events that culminated in the 
infamous “Bataan Death March,” narrated 
by Alec Baldwin and told through the 
interviews and diaries of veterans. 
 
Bill Overmier is one of the last remaining 
Bataan defenders. 
 
Chris Madigan, editor of The Serenader 
(the New MexiChords’ quarterly newsletter) 
has done some fine research and tells us: 
 
“Bill was active in our chapter in the mid- 
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Pedro “Pete” Gonzalez, William Overmier, and Edward 
D. Baca, Lt. Gen., USA (Retired).  Gonzalez and Overmier 

are two of the last remaining Bataan defenders  
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80s and even sang with the chorus when we 
competed in the 1987 International. He sang 
Lead but is not currently singing or affiliated 
with a BHS chapter. We recently recognized 
him at our annual show.” 

Chris has discovered that Bill served on 
Bataan but he was NOT in the Death March; 
he WAS, however, captured and spent three 
years as a Prisoner of War. 
 
Chris interviewed Bill and wrote a profile for 
the Serenader and highlighted him in a 
tribute to all veterans that they included in 
the program of their Spring Show. One 
performance was on Armed Forces Day. A 
more detailed article will soon appear in the 
Serenader. 
 

You can read it here 
www.newmexichords.com 

 
Jim Law of Albuquerque, NM has known 
Bill for decades but didn’t know of his 
involvement until seeing this special on 
KNME. He tells us, “Too bad we didn't have 
advance notice so all the barbershoppers 
could watch”.  
 
Perhaps it will air again in your area - watch 
for it.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To: Society Board of Directors 
From: 75th Anniversary Committee 
Rob Arnold, Grady Kerr, Roger Lewis - Chair, John Miller, 
Dusty Schleier, John Schneider 
Date: June 12, 2012 
     

A 75th Anniversary show package, 
Celebrate Harmony, is in the final stages of 
completion, and will be available for all 
chapters for their shows and singouts during 
2013.  It begins with a composition by Joe 
Liles, “Celebrate Harmony” and features 
songs that lead you and the audience through 
the 75 years of barbershop harmony.  The 
basic package is about 20 minutes, with 
optional songs that allow chapters to expand 
the show to 45-50 minutes, including songs 
that quartets might perform.  Joe’s opener 
(and closer, with a bridge of Keep the Whole 
World Singing) will be taught to the 
attendees at Harmony University this 
summer. 
 
We hope to present this package with a large 
member chorus in downtown Toronto at a 
lunchtime during convention.  Still in the 
works. 
 
We’ll have some great 75th Anniversary PR 
in Portland on the big screens, plus a lot of 
information about the great convention in 
Toronto, ONT, Canada.  In addition, there 
will be videos and material available for your 
fall district conventions. 
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April 11, 2013, our big 75th Anniversary 
Day!   
 
Make that day a red-letter day on your 
personal and chapter calendar.  We’re 
kicking around a lot of ideas for a big 
Birthday Bash, or Songfest.  It will include 
step by step guidelines for activation and 
publicity for all chapters.  Do you have 
ideas?  Send them to 
 
We have prepared sample proclamations for 
Harmony Week and the 75th Birthday for all 
States and Provinces and are working 
through the District Presidents to identify a 
contact/leader in every state.  We will also 
ask the US President and the Canadian Prime 
Minister for proclamations for Toronto. 
 
A special 75th Anniversary membership card 
for all new members and renewals in 2013 is 
in process. 
 
There’ll be lots of 75th Anniversary 
merchandise.  Pins, clothing, mugs, and 
much more.  Some of the items will be 
available for your district marketplace shops 
this fall. 
 
In the works is a collectors CD that would 
have a song from every one of our 74 
International Quartet Champions. 

In process is a poster with all 74 
International Champs with a photo…. A 
collector’s dream. 
 
In Toronto, an exhibit of the 74 International 
Quartet Champions uniforms on mannequins 
will be in a special room at the Westin.  In 
addition, every district will be asked to have 
a historical display. 
 
We plan to have a blowup of the Rockwell 
quartet in the Historical room with cutouts 
for barbershoppers to stick their head 
through for a photo op.  We’re also 
researching the possibility of a 1938 car for 
photo purposes. 

RL 
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Chapters Seek Historians 

Does YOUR Chapter have a  
Historian? 

We’re pleased to see so many chapters identifying the importance of 
their past by appointing and supporting a chapter historian position. 
Each group has its own unique history and it should be preserved and 
promoted. Everyone agrees but the hard part is finding the right guy. 
Sometimes overlooked is the fact that this member doesn’t necessarily 
need to be the “old guy.”  In many cases the chapter leadership just 
needs to ASK! 
 
As an example, one such chapter put this announcement out to its 
membership: 
 
“Your chapter president and the board are seeking an individual who 
would be interested in taking the role of Chapter Historian, working 
with the Society Historian, in compiling and updating the information 
about our long-lived, and unique history. If you are interested, contact 
any member of the Board of Directors, or drop a reply to this email.” 
 
There are now several documents for historians available on the 
Society website: 
 
• A Manual for District and Chapter Historians 
• How to be a Successful Historian 
• Reunions 101 
 
So, does YOUR chapter have a Historian? Ask your leadership if 
you’re not sure. You might be surprised to find the guy just waiting to 
be asked. You might find it’s a rewarding job which benefits the 
membership with little or no cost to the chapter. 
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Our goal is to maintain and promote our Heritage. We do so by maintaining the 
largest collection of Society and Barbershop Harmony artifacts on the planet. 
Despite our best efforts the archives is still in the “storage stage”. Since the move 
from Harmony Hall in Kenosha, WI we’ve not been able to find enough Society 
money to get done what’s needed. 
 
We dream of the day the vast collection is available to the membership for 
education and research. We have a plan in place and are working it as we can. 
 
We have the full support of the HQ staff and the Society Board of Directors but 
funds are scarce. We can only succeed by generating donations from those 
interested in preserving our past. 
 
 
 
 
 
Harmony Foundation has a special fund set up to earmark your donations for the 
Archives. We encourage you to give what you can. (No donation is too small.) 
 
To direct your donation to the Archives you MUST point it to the  

“Heritage Fund” 
  

Go to the Harmony Foundation website www.harmonyfoundation.org 
 – on the top tool bar click on “Ways To Give” and then “General Donations”. Fill 
in the form and be sure to add, under notes ... Heritage Fund. 

We appreciate all your support and plan to continue our work for a long time. 

Help Preserve Your Heritage 

The Archives Committee Needs 
YOUR Support! 

Phone: 615-823-5611 or 866-706-8021 
Fax: 615-823-5612 

Email: hf@harmonyfoundation.org 
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